Promotion of Producer Contribution to Solve Packaging Waste Issues—Viewpoints of Waste Bank Members in the Bandung Area, Indonesia
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Abstract: As regulations have developed, the waste management sector in Indonesia has increasingly expected producer involvement in waste reduction activity through the enactment of new regulations. In addition, the recent development of the waste management sector now involves community-based approaches such as waste banks. This study aims to determine the relationship between extended producer responsibility implementation and the waste bank concept. A questionnaire survey was designed and applied to waste bank members of two waste banks in the Bandung municipality, Indonesia. Several factors were identified that can be considered by producers to promote their contribution in dealing with the packaging waste issue, such as producer consideration and contribution, knowledge level, collection, and awareness of the importance of packaging waste issue. The result also shows that involving feedback from waste banks can provide some insights to expand and develop producer contribution in reducing the impact of packaging waste. Producers can improve collection and recyclability of their product packaging while increasing public knowledge on their activity at the post-consumer stage.
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1. Introduction

The development of waste management policy in Indonesia has already considered the role of the producer in reducing their impact on waste management [1], starting with the implementation of Law no. 18 year 2008 on Waste Management [2]. The producer’s role in waste management was also reinforced by subsequent government or ministry regulations such as Government Regulation of Republic of Indonesia no. 81 year 2012 on Domestic Waste Management and similar waste and the Ministry of Environment Regulation no. 13 year 2012 regarding the implementation of reduce, reuse, recycle (3R) through waste banks [1]. In the latter regulation, the appendix of the regulation mentions the integration of the waste bank concept with the extended producer responsibility (EPR) concept [3]. The Government Regulation of Republic of Indonesia no. 81 year 2012 defines producers as businesses that produce, distribute, and sell goods and use packaging or containers that do not or are difficult to naturally degrade [4].

The waste bank is a campaign to address the waste problem by buying back and recovering money from waste using a banking system [5]. In the waste bank system, pre-sorted waste is collected and monetarily valued. The member who submits the pre-sorted waste may save the money from the valuation activity into an account, just as in a banking system. The waste bank often cooperates with recyclers to exchange the collected waste for money. In some cities in Indonesia, such as Makassar, community-based waste banks...
are reinforced by the establishment of a central waste bank to gain leverage in terms of quantity and added value of waste [6].

EPR is a policy approach that aims to extend the responsibility of producers to also include the post-consumer stage of the products [7]. According to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), to date, approximately 384 cases of the EPR system have been adopted globally and practiced in various forms [7]. The most common EPR strategies include the adoption of take-back activity, deposit–refund scheme, environmentally friendly design, and EPR policy, which helps to reduce the financial burden of waste on municipalities, decrease the amount of waste in final disposal, and increase the recycling rate [7].

However, adoption of the EPR concept as a policy needs careful consideration of the existing waste management system or post-consumer stage. In developing countries, adoption of EPR policy similar to in developed country faces several challenges, such as improper waste management or differences in the roles of stakeholders [8], and the existence of an informal recycling sector [9]. However, there is also evidence that carefully considering the role of key stakeholders in developing an EPR policy may create a different approach of EPR policy adoption, as seen in Colombia, where a shared responsibility approach is adopted between government institutions, private sectors, the informal recycling sector, and other stakeholders [7]. Marshall and Farahbakhsh [10] also highlighted the importance of a suitable strategy for waste management in the context of developing countries.

According to the OECD [7], fast economic growth in developing countries may increase the demand of newer and more variation of goods from the middle-income class, which leads to a more complex stream of waste in the post-consumer stage. The more complex stream of waste may have negatively impact environmental and public health when not treated properly. Therefore, improvement of the waste management system is required to manage new challenges from more complex waste streams.

Indonesia is subject to some of the abovementioned challenges, and the informal recycling sector plays an important role [11]. In a recent study by Putri et al. [12] on plastic waste recycling, the informal recycling sector collected approximately 33.8% of plastic waste generated in Jakarta, compared to 0.39% collected by the waste bank system, and 54.3% of plastic waste goes to final disposal sites. These studies show the reliance on the final disposal site for waste management in Indonesia; meanwhile, the informal recycling sector still plays a major role in recycling in Indonesia. Although they exist, alternative approaches to recycling, such as waste banks, still account for a small portion of waste management due to reliance to consumer participation [12].

Several past studies have investigated the role of waste banks in waste management, such as those by Raharjo et al. [13] in Padang city and Kubota et al. [6] in Makassar city, which focused more on how waste banks can support existing waste management systems. Although conducted in different areas, both studies suggest the integration of the waste bank system with the formal waste management system run by the local government/public sector. A study by Wijayanti and Suryani [14] in Surabaya demonstrated that wide adoption of waste banks successfully reduces the amount of waste to local final disposal sites. In addition, waste banks have positive economic, social, educational, and governance impacts on the community [14].

Considering the main findings in major cities in Indonesia, this study considers waste banks as a source-separated post-consumer waste route, and community-based approaches may provide relevant insight in Indonesia, especially in the early post-consumer stage. Waste banks were selected as the focus for two reasons:

1. Waste banks, as a community-based approach, promote direct behavioral impacts on waste management.

   Considering the mechanism of waste banks, members must sort waste at the source before it can be submitted and traded to generate financial savings. As stated by Leal Filho et al. [15], source separation and sorting are imperative in order to improve the recycling rate.

2. Waste banks collect directly from a group of households.
Compared to the traditional informal sector, waste banks rely on the clients’ participation [12]. Therefore, waste banks usually only accept and collect waste from member households. As the scale may vary, the possibility to simultaneously collect waste from several households means that waste banks can collect a considerable amount of waste. If the waste bank is scaled up appropriately, they can obtain leverage in terms of quantity. This may provide a better level of traceability compared to the traditional informal recycling sector, which is necessary for the producer sector to ensure that post-consumer products are treated responsibly. Traceability is considered an important factor by Tong et al. [16].

Packaging waste was selected as the focus in this study following a common practice observation of waste banks in Indonesia which focus on collecting separated packaging waste from households that still has economic value when traded with the informal recycling sector. A categorization system from Waste4Change [17] provides typical types of packaging that are also commonly collected at waste banks. Furthermore, several established EPR schemes focus on packaging waste; therefore, it is easier to find examples of packaging waste EPR practices.

Several previous studies have focused on factors contributing to participation in waste management programs. Suttibak and Nitivattananon [18] highlighted the enhancement of perception of awareness, operator skill, source separation, and transportation cost in Thailand. Khan et al. [19] and Stoeva and Alriksson [20] used the theory of planned behavior in their study framework and highlighted the importance of convenient collection as well as awareness of recycling benefit. A study in Surabaya by Setiawan [21], mentioned a lack of collection and transport, facilities, and time as main factors that inhibit waste sorting behavior at household level.

The abovementioned studies discussed the role of the general informal sector in waste management and its implication on the formulation of EPR policy. However, this study focuses on the feedback of waste banks, a community-based approach, to recommend policy for EPR implementation. The objective of this study is to clarify the viewpoints of waste bank members on producer contribution in the post-consumer stage for packaging waste, while considering the waste bank role.

Considering the abovementioned challenges of implementing EPR in developing countries using the definition of developed countries, this study interpreted EPR differently. Indonesian regulations rarely use “EPR”, instead implying producers must reduce the impact generated by their products. To reflect such conditions in this study, EPR is generally interpreted as the contribution of producers to reduce the impact of products at the post-consumer stage and refers to producer contribution in the general EPR conception.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Questionnaire Design

Input feedback from waste bank members was collected to address the research objective considered because waste banks have already improved member’s awareness and behavior toward source separation.

Feedback obtained from waste banks was quantitatively analyzed to determine the areas which require improvement and how the producer sector can contribute. A questionnaire survey was prepared to collect necessary information. The answer format included a Likert scale, multiple choice, or open-ended responses. A total of 34 questions were prepared and divided into four groups as follows:

1. General information

In this group, questions based on location and length of residency, age, and occupation were asked to obtain demographic information. For residency, respondents were required to state whether they are living inside the Bandung area or not. Respondents were required to state approximate years of residency and age. For occupation, respondents were required to pick one of the provided options of occupation.
2. Waste bank activity and environmental impact at post-consumer stage

This group consisted of 10 questions, with the main purpose of asking about the impact of waste bank membership on their awareness and behavior toward packaging waste. In addition, a sub-group of questions asked about the respondents’ knowledge regarding the EPR concept or any program from producers or brand owners to reduce the impact of their packaging. For waste bank membership, respondents were required to choose whether they have been member of a waste bank for less or longer than one year. For questions related to awareness, behavior change, and the importance of the packaging waste issue, respondents could pick one answer from Yes/No/Do not know choices. Respondents could pick multiple choices for questions related to treatment of waste not submitted to waste bank, packaging difficult to recycle, and source of knowledge. For questions related to knowledge level of EPR concept and producer program, respondents were required to pick a value between 1 and 4 on a Likert scale.

3. Evaluation of role of incentive mechanism

This group comprised seven questions to assess the importance of the incentive mechanism in waste banks to their willingness to participate and how it changes their packaging preferences. Respondents were required to pick a value between 1 and 5 on a Likert scale for questions related to importance of incentive mechanism, influence of waste price, and importance of waste bank role. For questions related to willingness and consideration of packaging, respondents could pick one from Yes/No/Do not know choices. For encouragement factor and packaging that is avoided, respondents were allowed to pick multiple choices.

4. Improvement of producer contribution at the post-consumer stage

This group consisted of 13 questions focusing on how producer contribution in the post-consumer stage can be improved. Respondents were required to pick a value between 1 and 5 on a Likert scale for questions related to EPR aspects of producer contribution, consideration of recyclability, collection, involvement of waste bank, feedback collection, producer aid, and transparency. Respondents were allowed to select multiple choices on questions related to contribution issue and options for waste bank involvement. For questions related to important stakeholders, respondents could pick one from several choices.

As there were no clearly defined categories in Indonesia for packaging waste, this study used categorization from Waste4Change, a local waste management company that collaborated with a local producer initiative to provide collection points around Jakarta [17].

Figure 1 shows the interrelationship between each question group and how the data were analyzed. Questions from “waste bank activity and environmental impact at post-consumer stage” and “Evaluation of the role of the incentive mechanism” were used to determine producer contribution improvement considering the respondents’ perspectives.

2.2. Data Collection and Analysis

The questionnaire was targeted at members of active waste banks located in the Bandung municipality area. The sample was collected by directly questioning the participants, assisted by a team of surveyors to fill in the questionnaire sheet. In total, 126 responses were collected in 2019 from two waste banks; one within and one outside of Bandung municipality area, but served by the Bandung municipality Cleaning Agency. The response rates were 38.85% for the waste bank inside Bandung and 29.07% for the waste bank outside Bandung, reflecting the percentage of waste bank members that participated in the survey compared to the total number of waste bank members in the respective waste banks. The approximate location of the waste banks is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Questionnaire structure.

Figure 2. Location of waste bank Survey.
Bandung municipality is the capital of West Java Province, Indonesia, with a projected population of approximately 2,503,000 people by 2018 [22]. Several previous studies investigated waste management in the area [23–25]. The availability of past studies in the area is one of the main reasons why the Bandung municipality area was selected for this study.

The collected data were analyzed using quantitative analysis in SPSS to determine the correlation between selected questions. Factor analysis was then conducted to determine important producer contribution factors in reducing the packaging waste impact.

3. Results

3.1. General Profile

Approximately 77% of respondents lived around the Bandung municipality, while 19% lived outside the Bandung municipality area. The following is the respondents living duration around the waste bank location: 0–9 years (13%), 10–19 years (12%), 20–29 years (37%), 30–39 years (34%), 40–49 years (2%), 50–59 years (1%). The respondents also came from various age groups, which can be described as follows: 20–29 (2%), 30–39 (13%), 40–49 (14%), 50–59 (33%), 60–69 (33%), 70–79 (4%), and 80–89 (1%). The varying occupation of respondents can be described as follows: housewives (47%), retired (23%), self-employed (8%), private sector (4%), and government sector (2%).

3.2. Waste Bank Activity and Environmental Impact at Post-Consumer Stage

The questionnaire demonstrated that 87% and 13% of respondents had been members of a waste bank for ≥1 year and <1 year, respectively. The most common reason for joining waste banks was environmental awareness, followed by convenience and financial incentives. Most respondents responded positively to the impact of waste bank membership on their awareness (99%) and behavior toward waste management (97%), and most respondents perceived packaging waste as an important issue (95%). Packaging waste that is not submitted to waste banks usually goes to final disposal. Most respondents selected sachet/refill packaging as difficult to recycle (67 responses).

Most respondents were unaware of the EPR concept or producer program to reduce waste impact (63% and 56%, respectively). Those with knowledge obtained information from the news (26 responses) or socialization (23 responses). This shows that there is low level of knowledge within waste bank members regarding producer contribution to reduce the impact in the post-consumer stage.

3.3. Evaluation of Role of Incentive Mechanism

Most respondents (77%) perceived the financial mechanism as either “very important” or “important” (Figure 3). However, several were “not so influenced” (20.6%) or “not influenced at all” (27%) by packaging waste price, compared to those who were “highly influenced” (10.3%) or “influenced” (24.6%) by the same metric. Most respondents were willing to continue participating in waste banks even without incentive (96%). “Environmental awareness” followed by “convenience” were the main reasons for this response.

Waste banks are also strongly perceived as having an important role in packaging waste management (96%). Respondents also demonstrated their packaging avoidance, with “sachet/refill packaging” as the dominant avoided packaging type. This correlates with the question concerning packaging waste that is difficult to recycle in the previous section.
Figure 3. Perception on incentive mechanism and waste bank role.

3.4. Improvement of Producer Contribution at Post-Consumer Stage

The results suggested that members of waste banks supported the improvement of producers’ physical (95%), financial (87%), and organizational (83%) contribution at the post-consumer stage. “Recyclable material” (89 responses) and “provision of facility” (89 responses) were the most frequent recyclability issues. This shows that issues regarding recyclability of packaging material and facility provision have already become a concern in waste bank communities. Many respondents supported producers considering the recyclability of their packaging material (95.2%) and a collection program for packaging waste that is difficult to recycle (92.1%). The results also indicate strong support for producers to be involved with waste banks (93.7%), collect feedback from waste banks (88.9%), and help contribute to waste bank activity in their contribution (94.4%). Involvement with waste banks can be achieved through socialization (108 responses), collection of packaging waste (45 responses), or other means. The local government is still perceived as an important stakeholder in promoting cooperation with waste banks and sharing feedback. Public transparency regarding packaging waste management is also supported (90.5%).

The results strongly support producers contributing to packaging waste management. The results show there is concern regarding the recyclability of packaging material. One implication of adopting EPR policy in the post-consumer stage is that it can promote the adoption of the design for the environment concept, where the producer considers how to reduce their products’ environmental impact by promoting design toward recyclability instead of final disposal.

3.5. Correlation Analysis

Figure 4 shows a relationship diagram based on bivariate analysis of several questions concerning waste bank member perceptions. The importance of the packaging waste issue (Question 11) had the most correlation relationships with variables concerning the improvement of producer contribution at the post-consumer stage, followed by EPR knowledge (Question 12) and knowledge of the producer program (Question 13). From “Evaluation of the role of the incentive mechanism”, “Importance of waste bank” (Question 19) had the most correlation relationships.
Component 1 was related to activities that producers can consider in response to the packaging waste issue. Therefore, it was labeled as “producer consideration”. Component 2 consisted of variables related to the contribution of producers and was labeled as “producer contribution”. Component 3 was related to the respondent’s knowledge of the EPR concept and program from producers; therefore, it was labeled as “knowledge”. Component 4 was related to the perception of the role of waste banks and consideration for collection of packaging waste; therefore, it was labeled as “collection cooperation”. Component 5 consisted of variables related to awareness regarding the importance of packaging waste issues and how it is managed; therefore, it was labeled as “importance awareness”.

When the regression factor value was averaged and grouped by residency duration, a pattern was observed as shown in Figure 5. In terms of producer consideration and producer contribution factor, respondents outside Bandung have a more positive average regression.
value than respondents located inside Bandung. Respondents outside Bandung also have a more positive average regression value on importance awareness and collection cooperation factors than respondents inside Bandung. Respondents outside Bandung have a more negative value for the knowledge factor than respondents inside Bandung. Respondents residing in Bandung >30 years tend to have more positive average regression values on the producer consideration factor than people residing in the area <30 years. However, respondents residing in the area <30 years tend to have a more positive regression value on producer contribution, knowledge, collection cooperation, and importance awareness factors.

![Figure 5. Producer consideration vs. producer contribution by location and living duration.](image)

Younger respondents (<34 years old and 35–69 years old) tended to have a more positive producer consideration regression value than older respondents (>70 years old) (Figure 6). The oldest age group’s regression value was more negative than the younger age group in knowledge and importance awareness factors, but more positive in producer contribution and collection cooperation factors.

![Figure 6. Producer consideration vs. knowledge by age.](image)
4. Discussion

This study focused on viewpoints on producer contribution from a community-based waste bank approach on reducing packaging waste impacts at the post-consumer stage. The results show that waste bank members have high awareness and support behavioral changes in waste management. The respondents also show the importance of incentive mechanisms in waste bank systems and a high willingness to participate due to environmental awareness. However, waste bank members show a low level of knowledge of the EPR concept and producer program. The results show that the respondents rely on socialization and news to develop knowledge level in this area. The respondents also show low levels of influence of waste price at waste banks.

These results indicate that waste bank members have developed a high level of awareness on waste management. Mechanisms that generate incentives for waste bank members to sustain a certain level of awareness and waste management behavior are important. Members collect waste to be traded with recycling sector which generates financial resources that are distributed among members as savings. This constant mechanism may contribute to the high level of awareness and behavior among waste bank members.

Regarding aspects related to producer contribution, waste bank members strongly support the promotion of producer contribution and consideration in packaging issues, which include the scope of EPR concepts, collection cooperation, recyclability, transparency, and aid for waste banks for collection. Waste bank members also regarded the importance of the role of local government agencies and producers in solving packaging waste issues.

Different location of residency may also contribute to the differences of viewpoints for identified components among waste bank members as local waste banks may have different supporting institutions. Considering that waste bank members rely on socialization and news, supporting institutions may have a role in shaping waste bank members’ viewpoints on producer contribution in solving packaging waste issues. Most respondents located outside Bandung join waste banks that are mainly supported by the local municipality agency related to waste management, while most respondents located inside Bandung joined waste banks managed by the community which are assisted by an NGO and producer program. This factor may affect the respondents’ perception of producer involvement in managing packaging waste issues. Since most respondents located outside Bandung are more familiar with activity supported by a local waste management agency, they may perceive producer contribution as more necessary than the other group who are more familiar with support from NGOs and producer programs.

Different age groups also expressed different viewpoints indicating different levels of accumulated knowledge and information related to packaging waste issue. Thus, considering the age demographic can be useful in activity to raise awareness and collective knowledge. This can be seen as a paradigm shift where the younger generation expects a more proactive approach from producers in dealing with packaging waste issues. The average regression value on knowledge and awareness factors in younger age groups tended to be more positive. This can be interpreted as the younger age groups being more familiar with new knowledge and awareness approaches than the older age group.

The results of factor analysis suggest that with producer contribution, producers may consider involving waste banks, collection feedback, recyclability of their packaging products, and helping to organize their contribution. When contributing physically and financially, it is also important to consider the transparency of their activity to the public, knowledge level of the EPR concept and producer program, and involvement of waste bank in producer activity. Collecting feedback from waste banks can be the initial step to improve producer contribution in EPR. In the waste bank system, the voluntary waste segregation and collection activity may directly meet stakeholder responsibility for recycling by exchanging price information. The willingness or ability of the recycling party to accept collected segregated packaging waste may indicate that the existing recycling system has a limited capacity to accept the packaging waste collected.
The abovementioned information and findings from this study allow several points to be considered by producers. Since waste banks have an important role, producers can assist waste banks in collection and socialization efforts. This may help raise awareness at the consumer level. By considering product recyclability, producers can indirectly support separation efforts at the consumer level and recycling efforts at the post-consumer stage. Since waste bank members consider local government institutions as an important stakeholder; therefore, producers can consider cooperation with local institutions. Producers can consider the type of material selected for the product packaging to fit the existing recycling system. Gathering information regarding limitation of existing recycling methods to process the product packaging at the post-consumer stage can also be useful for producer.

From the perspective of waste bank members, several points from other studies can be confirmed such as the importance of raising awareness of recycling benefits [19], provision of a convenient method for collection [20], and influence of knowledge and attitudes toward awareness [26]. In addition, to the results emphasize the expansion of producer roles at the post-consumer stage, including producer consideration, contribution, and collection cooperation. Compared to other studies, the results of this study were obtained from a community-based approach and focused more on the producer contribution to reducing the environmental impact of waste management rather than waste management in general.

In addition to recent development, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry of Indonesia enacted a roadmap regulation of waste reduction by producers in 2019. Producers are expected to contribute to the 10-year reduction of waste generation until 2029 through reporting and campaigns to reduce waste generation [27].

However, this study has certain limitations. The selected factors analyzed in this study do not cover all questions asked. Therefore, the analysis and conclusion may be only applicable to the selected factors instead of all questions in the questionnaire. The scope of this study is also limited around Bandung municipality area and selected waste banks. The limited number of surveyed waste banks was because of accuracy limitations in obtaining waste bank information. Further studies that consider a wider geographical scope and increased number of waste banks are recommended to provide a more accurate policy recommendation.

**Policy Implication**

This study may provide areas for producers to consider developing their program to comply with recent developments in waste management regulation in Indonesia by considering alternative waste management through community waste banks. It is also recommended that there is a specific policy to support the improvement of the capability for specific collection for recycling purposes and to promote general knowledge of producer activities in reducing the environmental impact of packaging waste.

Producers may consider involving waste banks and collecting feedback from them. The collected feedback from waste banks may require producers to consider the recyclability of their packaging and how they organize the activity at the post-consumer stage. By actively doing so, producers may contribute to improving public knowledge and awareness on their contribution in reducing the environmental impact of packaging waste.

5. Conclusions

In this study, feedback from waste bank members from two waste bank points around the Bandung municipality, Indonesia, was collected to determine the potential role of waste banks to promote the contribution of producers in the post-consumer stage. The analysis result suggests that several factors should be considered when promoting EPR policy, namely producer consideration, producer contribution, knowledge level, collection cooperation, and awareness of the importance of packaging waste issues. Producers can consider the identified factors when contributing to managing packaging waste issues and to comply with recent regulation changes.
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